What governs the shape and size of a neuron's dendritic arbor? Part of the answer lies in the rules that govern interactions between dendrites. Interesting new insights into these rules have come from two recent studies on the embryonic sensory system of Drosophila.
The nervous system is a complex network of interacting elements -neurons -each of which is basically a bifunctional, bipolar structure. The axonal pole of a neuron, which is responsible for transmitting information to other elements of the system, forms a single neurite -with occasional collateral or terminal branches -which may extend over long distances to reach its target. Axonal growth and guidance has been a center of attention ever since Ramon y Cajal discovered its prominent driving structure, the growth cone.
A neuron's dendritic pole is involved in collecting information, and has developed specific tools for fishing out data: the dendritic arbors. Much like fishing devices assume a wide variety of shapes, from the fishing rod to the widely-cast net, dendritic arborizations display an astounding range of morphologies, from the single axon-like fiber observed in many sensory neurons to the highly intricate, planar arborization found in Purkinje cells. Thus, while dendrites are in general unable to follow a pre-established pathway over large distances, they pose another fascinating, yet relatively neglected problem: what mechanisms generate the growth of drastically different dendritic designs? And how are these differences coded for in the developmental program of the neuron?
Early work on leech somatosensory neurons [1] showed that their dendritic arbors are able to 'tile' the body surface, thus providing a comprehensive and economical coverage of the sensory field. Tiling a wall is usually achieved by assigning the tiles a preestablished, stereotypical shape, usually squares or rectangles of constant sizes. Other shapes can be used, however, and tiles can even vary in size while still providing a complete coverage of the surface ( In a study published recently in Current Biology, Grueber et al. [2] focussed on the class IV neurons in order to understand how they manage to establish arborizations that cover the entire body wall so precisely and economically. To do this, they relied on a pretty line of flies in which the fluorescent marker protein EGFP is put under the control of a gene that is mostly expressed in class IV neurons. This enables one to visualize the details of class IV dendritic fields in normal and mutant conditions and also, most importantly, to follow the evolution of the system during development.
In wild-type embryos, class IV dendrites extend progressively around the cell body but avoid each other, leading to a regular expansion of the dendritic arborization. Time-lapse analyses suggest that, as dendritic branches come a few microns away from each other, they stop growing or even retract (of course, transient contacts between dendrites or between filopodial extensions cannot be ruled out, and indeed seem likely). Inhibition also takes place between dendrites of different class IV neurons, such that the entire body is eventually covered by closely abutted but non-overlapping dendritic fields. The state of dynamic exclusion persists after embryogenesis, explaining how complete coverage is maintained in spite of continous expansion of the body surface during larval growth.
In order to verify that the design of the dendritic arbor depends primarily on short-range repulsive interactions between dendritic branches, Grueber et al. Inactivation of cut reduces dendritic branching and elongation -except for class I neurons, as expected as they do not express cut -and may eventually lead to a dramatic collapse of the dendritic tree. Thus, in a broad sense, cut is required for appropriate dendritic growth and branching. This requirement might be 'permissive', if cut were merely needed for the proper execution of the dendrite differentiation programme, or it may be 'instructive', if the level of cut specified which class of programme will be followed. To examine this question, Grueber et al. [3] carried out the reciprocal experiment of overexpressing cut, and observed clear transformations towards 'higher class' dendritic types, for example, I to IV, or II to III.
Taken together, these results strongly suggest that the level of cut expression indeed specifies the pattern of dendritic growth, from the 'skeletal' pattern of class I to the elaborately spiked pattern of class III. Furthermore the level of cut expression might also be responsible for the exclusion properties of dendritic branches, as class I and II show no exclusion, while class III and IV show partial and complete exclusion, respectively. It has not been examined yet whether changes in the level of cut expression can indeed transform non-excluding into excluding dendrites, though the morphologies of the transformed neurons suggest that this will be the case.
How general are these conclusions? Work on leech sensory neurons had demonstrated isoneural repulsion and heteroneural exclusion as major factors determining the shape and tiling of dendritic arbors [8] . Leeches belong to the lophotrochozoa, the sister phylum of the ecdysozoa, implying that the same mechanism is used in two of the three major extent phyla [9] . Tiling by exclusion is also observed in the third major phylum, the chordates. For example, dendritic exclusion has been documented in the vertebrate retina [10] . Furthermore, it has also been reported in the retina that the extent of coverage and strength of dendritic exclusion varies between cell types [11] .
Dendritic exclusion may be a general mechanism for shaping dendritic arbors and their tiling properties. Likewise, the idea that the two poles of the nerve cell obey different rules is reinforced by the finding that, even though non-exclusive dendrites may stay in close contact and occasionally follow indistinguishable courses over some distance, they never display the usual tendency to fasciculate that is so typical of axons. Thus, it may be that a relatively small set of molecular mechanisms, controlled by a few conserved regulatory elements, and unequally distributed between the two poles of the cells, are universal determinants for the many shapes of individual neurons that can be observed across the animal kingdom.
